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A# ATTENDANCE AMD ORGANIZATION OP WORK

Opening of the Conference

1. The Pledging Conference of African Government Plenipotentiaries was held in Lagos-
Nigeria,-from 26 to 29 April 1977. The Conference was opened at 11 a.m. on 26 April by
Bri^dier. Shehu tfosa Ya'r Adua, Chief of Staff, Supreme Headquarters of Nigeria, who
read a statement on behalf of His Excellency Lieutenant-General Olusegun Obasanjo,

Head of State of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. An opening statement was made by
Mr. Adebayo Adedeji, Executive Secretary of the Commission. Subsequently, apprecia
tion was expressed to the Nigerian Head of State and to the Government and people of
Nigeria by Mr. Bofossa W'amb'ea Nkoso, the leader of the delegation of Zaire, on
behalf of the countries of the Central African subregionj Major Dawit Wolde Giorgis,
the leader of the delegation of Ethiopia, on behalf of the countries of.the, Eastern
African subregion; Mr. Ashour Gargoum, leader of the delegation of the Arab Popular
and Socialist Libyan Jamahiria, on behalf of the countries of the North African
subregion; and Mr. Francois Dossou, leader of the delegation of Benin, on behalf of
the countries of the West African subregion.

Attendance

Z, The Conference was attended by Plenipotentiaries representing the following
moaber States of the Commission: Algeria, Angola, Benin, the Central African Hnpire.
Chad, Egypt, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, the Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast.
Kenya, the Arab Popular and Socialist Libyan Jamahiria. Mauritania. Mauritius.
Morocco, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, the Sudan, Swaziland, Togo,
U^nda, United Republic of Cameroon, United Republic of Tanziania, Upper Volta! Zaire
and ^amoia. -

3. The Conference was also attended by representatives of the United Nations
Development Programme and the International labour Organisation.

4. The following AfT- can intergovernmental organizations were represented at the

££££! flf27^?:pment **{ADB) and the ^ "*fo
Election of officers

in *-
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B. ADOPTION OF THE AGEHDA AMD ORGANIZATION OP WORK

6. The Conference, after considering the provisional agenda (ECA/PLDG/PWP/77/l* l) f

.decided to delete item 7 on the ground that pledges were to be made generally and used

' for supplementing available resources for the implementation of priority projects

approved at the fourth meeting of the Conference of Ministers, The Conference then
adopted the following agenda:

!•. Opening of the Conference :

2. ■ Election of officers

3.. Adoption, of the agenda and organization of work

4. Consideration and adoption of the rules of procedure .

5- Opening of pledging:

(a) Statement by the Conference Chairman

(b) Introduction of the Commission's programme of work and priorities and
related budgetary resource requirements by the Executive Secretary

6. Pledging of contributions by Plenipotentiaries of African Governments
and institutions "

1 (a) EGA-programme of,work and priorities:

(h) Work programmes of the EGA Multinational Programming and Operational
» ■■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ Centres (formerly UHDATs)

7. ' Signing of grant agreements by Plenipotentiaries and the Executive
Secretary of ECA

8. Adoption of the report of the Conference

9. Closure of the Conference.

C. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Opening. statement s

7» In his statement opening the Conference, the Chief of Staff, Supreme Headquarters

of Nigeria welcomed the.participants on behalf of the Head of the Nigerian Federal

Military Government, and welcomed, the fact that they had shown their commitment to

the emancipation and development of Africa by attending the Conference at very short
notice, ' , ■ _ .

8. Africa, like the other regions of the third world, was facing a development crisis

as a result of the fact that accession to political independence had not changed the

basic fact of economic dependence under prevailing international economic relationships*

African countries had a responsibility to rid themselves of the worst effects of under-

development, partly with support from their friends, but basically throu^i their own

efforts.
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9. If a new international economic order was to be established, Africa had to take the
initiative and achieve the transformation of the continent.

10. Representatives had before them an opportunity to mobilize resources for the
implementation of the EGA work programme. The Commission had long been dependent on
developed countries and donor agencies for supplementary resources, That situation
was not satisfactorys and African countries should accept the challenge and demonstrate
their determination to pull themselves up by their own boot-straps.

11, In his opening ot^emeni; Mr. Adebayo Adede;'ig fccuUve Setxetaiy of the Economic
Commission for Africa, called the Pledging Conference a historic event in the annals
of African co-operative endeavours since it was the first time that African Plenipoten
tiaries had assembled specifically for the purpose of pledging resources for the

execution of programmes and projects aimed at the achievement of self-sustaining growth
of member States and the socio-economic integration of the continent, which had reached
a crucial stage in its development and was confronted with a great many basic problems.
The EGA secretariat had for some time been focusing its attention on those problems,
which called for united efforts on the part of African Governments, financial institu
tions and other organizations concerned with advancing African development and inteara-
txoru ^

12. An assessment undertaken by the ECA secretariat with regard to the economic
performance of the African region during the period I960 to 1975 showed first that the
African economies were excessively dependent on the developed countries, particularly
the industrialized market economies and that the consequences had heen disastrous. It
was not surprising therefore that there had been a persistent decline in the average
annual rate of growth of African economies and that the overall performance of the
region had consistently fallen below the targets set for the United Mations First and
Second Development Decades, During the past 15 years Africa had been subjected to the
worst effects of the vagaries of the industrialized market economies and had had to pay
for their failure successfully to master the problems of inflation. Thus, its external
debt burden had increased from SOS 7 billion in 1965 to about &tn 35 billion in 1976.

13. It was therefore evident that the situation called for serious attention and oon-
certed action by all African Governments, financial institutions and other organizations
concerned with African economic and social development problems. To reverse the past
and present trend of slow development in Africa, it was necessary to install, first, at
national level, a new economic order based on the principles of national self-reliance
and sel*-susmiameu-h» Focjnd, there was a need at the re-io^l level '.o concentrate on
achieving an increasing measure of collective self-reliance; and third, at the inter
national level, African countries should continue to work with other third world countries
m pressing for the establishment of a new international economic order. Those three
goals were closely inter-linked and interdependent, and in order to assist in their
achievement, the ECA secretariat had a little less than two years ago undertaken a
comprehensive review of the Strate^_fOr African Development adopted at the tenth
session of the Commission held in Tunis in February 1971. That review had made it
necessary to undertake the formulation of a revised framework of principles for the
implementation of the new international economic order in Africa, the preparation of an
iSCA medium-term plan covering the period 1976-1961, the restructuring of the secretariat
and other subsidiary institutional machinery of the Commission and. finally, the"
mobilization of resources.
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In connexion with the mobilization of resources, he pointed out that in 1976 over
21 per cent of the total budget of EGA. had come from e:rtra-budgetary resources, primarily
from other United Matrons bodies and from donor Governments and organizations of the

industrialized market economies. So far no African member State had provided any sub
stantial contribution to augnent the resources of the Commission*

15* Since the Kinshasa Conference, the secretariat had undertaken a rigorous costing

of the projects for which resources were being mobilized, including the new projects

added to the work programme in consequence of the resolutions and recommendations

adopted by the Conference. That exercise indicated that the rdcoir:^ grip between 1977

and 1979 was #US 29,710,000. That amount would cover the implementation of most projects
to the prefeasibility and feasibility studies stage and the full implementation of

certain key projects. Amounts pledged at the Conference would be deposited to the

account of the United Nations Trust Fund fo- African Development.

16. In closing he reminded the participants that the rest of the world was watching
the" Conference and awaiting its outcome. In any case, it should be viewed as a turning-*
point'in .Africa's approach to collective self-reliance and a landmark in its co~
opei^tive endeavours, which would confound Africa's detractors and renew the faith of
its friends.

Consideration and ^^JL.on,j?.f th^jrul.es^pf procedure (agenda item 4)

17» TJie Conference considered the draft rules and procedure of the Conference

(ECA/PLDG/R-IP/77/U2 - E/CN.I4/ECO/177) and adopted them vrilth amendments (for the
final version of the rules of procedure, as adopted, see ECA/PLDG/PWP/77/L.2/Rev. 1 ~
E/CN.14/ECO/l77/Rev. 1).

Opening pfm pJLed.ffinfi (agenda item 5)

18. v The Chairman introduced the item by stressing the fact that African countries must
unite for their economic salvation. The Conference was a test of the will of African

countries, and a concerted effort of co-operation through collective self-reliance was
imperative.

19- The Executive Secretary drew attention to the fact that, since the fourth meeting

of Conference of Ministers, the secretariat, had undertaken a more rigorous costing

(ECi/PUDG/HJP/77/U5) of projects which had been approved by the Conference. The
Pledging Conference., the first of its kind, was most impor+an4- ac \J- ;:ould deiii^nstrate

to the world that African countries were prepared to help themselves. No matter how
much they pledged,all the contributions taken together would go a long way in assisting"
the secretariat to implement its projects. He assured the Conference that the best

possible use would be made of the resources pledged at great sacrifice by member States
of the Commission.
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ffledfon^pf contrj.bu.tions> by Plenipotentiaries of African governments and

(agenda i"tem 6)

20»- In making their pledges, all delegations expressed their appreciation for the
generosity of the Nigerian Government in providing facilities for the Conference. All

delegations also paid tribute to the past and current activities of the secretariat,

21. The leader of the Nigerian delegation pledged the sum of &US 1,600,000.

22. The leader of the Ethiopian delegation stressed the need for collective self-
reliance, greater use of experience accumulated by the secretariat and co-operation

between EGA and OAU. Collective self-reliance implied non-aggression and no3>dntei*-

ference in the internal affairs of member States. He pledged the sum of 150,000

Ethiopian Birr (about SOS 73,000) over the period-.1977-1978, in addition to the
facilities to be made available to EGA for further expansion of the headquarters, if

ECA so

23. The leader of the delegation of the Upper Volta expressed, the determination of his

Government to support collective self-reliance for the economic and social development

of the region, although his country was disadvantaged economically and geographically.,

the smo of CFAF lSSbSCD.^550 (about 30St-?6<VOOO> for l^f ltiM
infrastructure and equipment for the regional remote sensing centre in Oua^idougou

and CFAF 15,000,000 (about 8US 60,000) for the operation of the centre.

24. The head of the delegation of the Central African Unpire noted that the Conference

rarked a turning-point in the mobilization of resources for African development, and

that from now on African countries should depend more on themselves. I&rternal re

sources should progressively supplement those mobilized from within the region. She

also stressed the need to intensify appropriate training of Africans in the important

field of human resources, and called upon the secretariat to increase its efforts in

that regard. Althou^i her country was in the "least developed" category, fitting

against serious bottle-necks8 she would pledge CFAF 3,000,000 (about $US 12,000).

25. The leader of the Sierra Leone deletion said that, pending consideration of the

possibility of providing experts from his country when circumstances permitted, his

Government would contribute the equivalent of #US 40|000.

26. The leader of the delegation of Senegal pledged the sum of £US 5,000.

27. The leader of the Gabonese delegation said that his Government's pledge would be

announced later.

28. The leader of the Zairian.delegation stressed the importance of co-operation among

African countries but pointed out that the current economic crisis throu^iout the T-rarld

and particularly in Zaire, precluded him from pledging more than Z 135fOOO (about
OUS 157,000). He urged the secretariat to intensify its work on the problems of land

locked and semi-land-locked countries in the region.

29« The leader of the deletion of Rwanda pledged the sum of SUS 15,000.

30. The leader of the delegation of the Sudan said that although his country was one

of the least developed, he would pledge SUS 50,000*
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31. The leader of the delegation of Benin welcomed the Conference as the first of its

kind in "the history of the activities of the Commission aimed at making the region
economically independent through collective self--reliance. African countries should

first of all rely on their own efforts, and regard foreign assistance as supplementary

to those efforts. Though his country was poor and had recently suffered from imperialist

aggression, which had adversely affected its economy, he would pledge CPAF 10,000.000
(about &US 40,000).

32. The leader of the Mauritanian delegation said that he hoped to be able to announce

his Governments pledge soon, possibly before the end of the Conference.

33. The,leader of the delegation of the Arab Popular and Socialist Libyan Janahiria

said that his Government had not had enou^i time to consider the matter before the

Conference, and would announce its pledge later.

34. The leader of the U^-ndan delegation regarded the Conference as a in^marV

towards the achievement of African economic emancipation through collective self-
reliance* He pledged $US 10,000,

35« The leader of the delegation of Zambia said that his Government attached great

Importance to the work, of .the secretariat, and supported the purpose of the Conference*

In view of the prevailing economic situation in his country and the budgetary procedures

of his Government, he could now only pledge £US 153,000 to be used for the activities of

the Iusaka, 1-IPOC. Hore would be pledged if the economic situation in his country

improved, and subject to an improvement in the geopolitical situation in Southern
Africa.

36. The leader of the delegation of P-rfaziland said that the pledge of his Government
was under consideration by the Swaziland Government-

37» The leader of the delegation of Chad referred to the austerity measures which had

been introduced over the past two years by hie Government to alleviate the economic

ills brought about by its predecessor, and the geographical disadvantages of his

country. Chad would announce its decision later.

38. The representative of the Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa (BADEA)
referred to the increasing cc—operation between Arab and African countries and the

establishment of BADEA as a practical egression of such co-operation. He recalled

the resolution adopted by the Afro-^Arab Summit Meeting held in March 1977 in Cairo on

co-operation between Arab and African countries, the activities of BOEA and the

continuing co-operation between the EGA secretariat and BADEA. The banking procedures

of his organization prevented him from making a pledge, but his organization would co

operate with the secretariat especially in the implementation of project-oriented

economic surveys, the trans-African highways project, the Ban-^African Telecommunications

Network (PANAFTEL), the remote sensing project and the data bank,

39» The representative of the African Development Bank gave an undertaking that his
bank would cc—operate with the secretariat to the greatest possible extent*
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40« The head of the Egyptian delegation expressed full support for the activities of

the secretariat. He recalled that the Arab countries at the recent Afro-Arab summit

had allocated $US 32 trillion for feasibility and prefeasibility studies in Africa. He

pledged that his Government would provide technical assistance if available and if

required for the feasibility and prefeasibility studies being undertaken by ECA.

41. The leader of the Kenyan delegation expressed regret at his inability to announce

his Government's pledge at the present moment, but assured the Conference that his

country8 s interest in the activities of ECA would be reflected in a contribution to be

njade in due courseo _./,_ ._... „. .....:.., ■

42. The leader of the Cameroonian delegation emphasized the importance of EGA's role

in the economic development of the region. He welcomed the close and vital co

operation between ECAt OAU and other regional organizations* He congratulated the

secretariat on its dynamism, its increasingly operational orientation and its efforts

±4 preparing,for the present Conference, which was historic in scope and enabled Afrioa

to take on the task of building its own future. On the basis of the resources available,

the Executive Committee should embark on a selection of the projeots whose implementa-, f

tion should be given priority. Accordingly the secretariat should-forward to the

Committee all the dociments from the Conference. The Executive Committee should also

examine ways and means of providing all necessary assistance in project implementation

and the use of the contributions. The Government of the United Republic of Cameroon

would shortly inform the secretariat of the amount of its contribution.

43* The heal of the delegation of the Gambia said that his Govertiment, which welcomed

the holding of the :Conference? would shortly inform the secretarial' of its pledge.

44* The head of the Togolese delegation, after paying tribute to the Executive

Secretary for his initiative in convening the Conferencev said that his Government's

pledge would be announced as Boon as instructions had been received.

45. The head of the deletion of the United Republic of Tanzarla pledged &US 250,000

each year for the -three years 1977, 1978 and 1979t to be used for those parts of the

ECA work programmes relating to water resources development^ mineral resources develop

ment and human settlements^ in that order of priority.

46. The head of the Angolan delegation said that ECA*s efforts to ensure the economic

independence of African countries merited full support from all Governments. AngoXa,

uliioii haa o;Cy rar^T^v a.-'t.p.i^ed independence and had erperiemsd t--ro nars of libera-

tion? had had its economic infrastructure destroyed in an attempt to subject it to neo-

colonialist domination, and as a result was unfortunately unable at present to make a

contribution. However? when it had overcome the aftermath of the war, it would not

f&il to furnish expropriate assistance for the financial effort required for the

economic integration of the continent*

47* The head of the Mauritian deletion pledged the sum of #US 10,000.

48. A table of the pledges made at the Conference appears in annex I to the present

report.
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49- The Chairman invited the Conference to consider a draft agreement covering the

grant made by each Government, which had been prepared by the secretariat. After

examining the text and making a number of amendments, the Conference approved and

opened for signature the Agreement which appears in annex II to the present report.

The Conference further agreed that an appropriate agreement between African Govern

ments and ECA concerning grants for the implementation of the ECA work programme and

priorities should be submitted for adoption by the Executive Committee at its

seventeenth meetings

Signing of grant agreements by Plenipotentiaries and the Executive Secretary of the
Commission [agenda item 7) m...

50. Separate agreements between African Governments and the United Nations, relating

to the pledges made during the course of the Conference, were signed "by the Executive :

Secretary of the Commission and Plenipotentiaries acting on behalf of the following

African Governments: Benin, Ethiopia, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, the Sudan,

Uganda, -the tJnited Republic of Tanzania, the Ifrper Volta, Zaire and Zambia, . . .-

of the repart of the flonfefence (agenda item 8) ' '

51. The Conference adopted the present report on 29 April 1977.
'•0'.- .• . ..

Closure*.of the Conference (agenda item 9)

52. The Conference unanimously adopted a vote of thanks to the Government and people
of Nigeria (see annex Hi). After the customary exchange of courtesies, the Chairman
declared the Conference closed*
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Aimex I: PLEDGED CONFERENCE OF AFRICAN GOVERNMENT PLENIPOTENTIARIES (UNITED
NATIOHB TRUST FUND FOR AFRICAN ECOEO&IC AHD SOCIAL BEVELOFKEHP)

PIjEDGES MADE AT THE COHFEREHCE:

DONOR

MEMBER STATES

Benin

Central African Bnpire

Ethiopia

Liauritiue

Nigeria

Ruanda

Sierra Leone

Sudan

Uganda

United Republic of Tanzania

Upper Volta

Zaire

Zambia

Amount pledged - US dollar equivalent

40

12

72

10

1 600

15

5

40

50

10

750

819

160

153

3 736

000

000

463

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

206

000

000

669
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Annex II: AGREMEJST COVERING GRANT HAEB BY:

THE GOVERNMENT OF

TO THE UNITED NATIONS FOR THE USE OF THE ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA.

(UNITED NATIONS TRUST FUND FOR AFRICAN ECONOMIC & SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT)

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into on the day of «...

19«• *• by and between the Government of »•».•••(>••••«.«••*•«**•».•»••.••«•••««•

acting through ,,«.-■,.,.,, ,^ ,,-,,....,.»».* r., ^ . ^ t n. ^ ^, - ,u .,....».. t..

(hereinafter referred to as "the Government") and the United Nations, acting through

the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (hereinafter referred to as "EGA").

WITNESSETH THAT:

1# WHEREAS the Government and ECA are mutually interested in assisting Afrioan

countries in their efforts to accelerate economic and social progress throu^iout the

continent of Africa;

2. WHEREAS ECA has identified areas of assistance which are compatible with the

above objective particularly for programmes which will benefit the majority of people

in African countries;

3. WHEREAS the Government desires to assist ECA in implementing such programmes

through, contributions to the United Nations Trust Fund for African Economic and Social

Development (hereinafter referred to as "the Development Fund").

NOW THEREFORE, the parties to this Agreement hereby agree as follows:

ARTICLE I - PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT

1. The purpose of this Agreement is to. set forth agreed provisions that will apply

to grants made by the Government for the benefit of member States of ECA during the

term and within the scope of this Agreement,

2. It is the Government's intention to provide to ECA, for purposes and within the

scope of this Agreement over a period of **•.».•••4*.•• years from the date thereof»

subject to the availability of funds and other considerations exclusively within the

discretion of the Government, a grant amounting to .•••••oa.».<..*.0.**.«o«<> ,•*«..>*•.•.

Such grant shall be considerec" .to be a contribution to the Development Fund and shall

be administered in accordance with the financial rules and regulations of the United

Nations.

ARTICLE II - TERM OF AGREEMENT

This Agreement comes into effect as from the B»oo.». day of «..»••,°..«....*.,...V

and expires on the « day of ••••• -• 19 ....

ARTICLE III - SCOPE OF GRANT PROGR*U!« AND PROJECT ACTIVITIES

Except as the Government may otherwise determine in consultation with EGA, the

grant provided under this Agreement shall be limited to the provision of assistance for

the general implementation of the approved Programme of Work and Priorities of ECA.
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ARTICLE IV - PURPOSES FOR WHICH GRANTS SHALL BE USED

be J!S ?h tl^G?ye™nen* «* otherwise agree, financial contributions which may
folWngf Government's assistance hereunder will be limited to the

ither^so^i°L;?^£ta?,B<^;!: .S0!?^^ °f ths -l^es, allowances and^^i ?&&? - onsisting of the salaries, allowanc
sonal emoluments m respect of project personnel, consultants and

7 S?rvices raa^ be ?ec^Gd for the execution of short-term duration
pj U.e.? 1 year or under), mediumterm projects (i.e., between 1 and 5 ■ ■

meti l°J ^"^"ojects (i.e.f over 5 years). In this connexion, the Govern
ment m.y xf mutually agreed by the parties to this Agt it
meti lJ ^^ (f 5 yrs). In this connexion, the Gover
ment m.y xf mutually agreed by the parties to this Agreement- assist the United
Nations to identify qualified persons for recruitment. In no case however will
everts* or technicians' services be provided to fill ECA vacancies which
normally will be filled by staff members of the United Nations;

ll and Insurance Costs- Consisting of administrative services and
otner supporting costs, and necessary insurance coverage in accordance with
United Hatipns rules and regulations;

(iii]. MegaMonal and Intra-African Travel Costs= Consisting of the inter
national travelling expenses of a project personnel, consultant or adviser from

.:his hone country to his duty station in iifrica and return, and his intra-
African travelling and subsistence expenses during official missions;

iv) ^npower Training Costs: Consisting of the costs of institutional or in-
service training schemes in selected fields for Africans from various African
countriesj

(v) Eguipaent^Cogtsf Consisting of the costs of expendable and non
expendable supplies and equipment;

(vi] Su^lementary and Other Essential Costs: Consisting of the costs of organizing
and convening workshops, seminars, conferences in respect of natters relating to toe
t emulation, implementation, review and evaluation of specific programmes and projects.

ll* .^r ^ Ifetion8 Procedures regarding trust funds, ECA may sutait
and project proposals pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement.

3. EGA agrees to endeavour to enlist the co-operation of other donor governments or
organizations to make contributions to the Development Fund under a similar grant
agreement to provide resources for the implementation of programmes and projects
designed to promote African economic and social development.

ARTICLS V - OGITHJLTATION AND CO-ORLIMTION

^■n."^6 Pairfeies t0 this Agreement shall consult with each other at the request of
either party concerning the operation of this Agreement.

2. The United Nations shall provide, as appropriate, all necessary liaison with
member States of the United Nations in order to effect the degree of co-operation
required to achieve the purposes of this Agreement.

ARTICLE" VT- RELEASE OP FUNDS

Funds may be made available, to ECA upon such terms as may be mutually agreed
upon in writing by and between the parties to this Agreement,.
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ARTICLE VII - PRQCURIMEM1

Except as otherwise provided herein, procurement by EGA of goods and services

financed with the Government's funds shall be made in accordance with applicable

United Nations procedures.

AETICIiE VIII - SPECIAL PROVISIONS

1, Except as the Government may otherwise agree in writing, any goods or property

financed by the Government shall be applied to programme and project activities covered

by the areas described in the approved programme of work and priorities of EGA.

2, The EGA secretariat shall submit annually to all member States of EGA a narrative

report describing the up-to-date progress made in each of the programmes and projects

to which the Governments1 funds were applied, including where applicable support from

other sources. The first of such reports shall be submitted within twelve months of

the effective date of this Agreement,

3, Each of the parties hereto shall have the right at all reasonable times to observe

operations carried out under this Agreement.

4, Financial records, including documentation to support entries on accounting

records'and to substantiate charges for programmes and projects for which the Govern

ments^ .funds are .provided, shall be kept in accordance with United Hations accounting

rules and regulations,

5, Either pajty may terminate this Agreement* by giving the other party thirty (30)

days written notice of intention to terminate it. Any such termination shall bring to

an end any obligations of the parties to make contributions pursuant to this Agreement,

except for payments which either party is committed to make pursuant to irrevocable

commitments entered into with third parties prior to such termination. It is expressly

understood that all such obligations of the parties shall remain in force after such
termination,

6, Ho member of the Government shall be admitted to any share or part of this Agreement
or to any benefit that may arise therefrom, unless the parties to this Agreement agree in

writing that exceptional circumstances exist whereby a contract can be entered into with

a department or servant of the Government, in accordance with United Iktions rules and

regulations, to provide goods or services to EGA for which remuneration or compensation

is to be made out of any part of the funds provided by the Government under this

Agreement,

7, This Agreement shall be amended hy the parties hereto and any such amendment shall

be signed only by the parties or their authorized representatives.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Government of

and the United Nations, acting througii the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa,
have caused this Agreement to "be executed.

FOR THE UNITED NATIONS j^r THE GOVERNMENT OP

Signed by: Signed by:

ADEBAYO ADEDEJI

Title.: EXECUTIVE SECHETARZ

UNITED NATIONS Title-
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA

Date! Date:
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Annex III: VOTE OF THANKS TO THE GOVERNMEffl? AND PEOPLE OP THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA

g Conference of African Government Plenipotentiaries.

Deeply grateful to the Government of the Federal Republic of Nigeria for its most
generous hospitality in providing the necessary facilities for the historic Pledging
Conference of African Government Plenipotentiaries,

Conscious of the fact that the facilities afforded by the host Government to hold
this Pledging Conference in Lagos have provided a momentous opportunity for the
Plenipotentiaries of African Governments to assemble together for the first time to
make financial pledges in a concerted effort by African Governments for the implementa
tion of the work programmes of the Commission, thereby demonstrating in a concrete
manner that spirit of self-reliance which is a prerequisite for the rapid advancement
of the African region and its peoples,

Miag with appreciation the inspiring address of His Excellency ^r*^^t~Gene
Olusegun Obasanjo, Head of State of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, and particularly
the clarity and forcefulness with which he was able to portray the indispensability of
collective self-reliance for real economic and social development in the African
continent s

l" £&*£gSgeg. its gratitude to His Excellency Lieutenant-General Olusegun
Obasanjo, as well as to the Government and people of Nigeria, for their warm
hospitality and for the physical and other facilities generously provided for the
Pledging Conference and its participants;

2" %£82££M. the Executive Secretary to transmit the present resolution to the
Government of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.




